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Introduction
This presentation will provide the key results 
of a study conducted in 2007 at UCLA:

To assess the visa experiences of international 
students & scholars

To identify the similarities and differences as a 
function of visa status and nationality.
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Survey Protocol
All international students and scholars at UCLA 
were invited to participate in this study.

2304 F-1
657 J-1
652 H-1B

The on-line questionnaire used in this study 
included two sections:

1. Demographics (visa type, field, etc.)
2. Visa Experiences (designed 1st by UCB)
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Visa Experiences (2nd section)
10 Items covered areas such as:

Travel
Consulates
Port of entry
Employment
Family Visit

Only 4 items will be discussed in this presentation:
1. Travel experience
2. Delays at the consulate
3. Delays at the port of entry
4. Feeling safer due to current regulations

1 open-ended question inquiring about respondents’ visa related experiences.
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Respondents
The respondents were 1570 international students and scholars at UCLA:

63% F-1 
24% J-1 
11% H-1B

The respondents’ fields of study/research:
38% Science and Technology
21% Life Sciences
23% Social Sciences or Humanities
12% Professional fields

The respondents were:
43% graduate students 
21% undergraduate students 
27% scholars and visiting faculty
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Top Ten Countries by citizenship:
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World Region of Respondents
Respondents were grouped also by world region:

Africa (N=27)
Americas (N=131)
Asia (N=974)
Europe (N=332)
Middle East (N=69)
Oceania (N=25)
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Analyses & Results
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Analyses
Respondents rated their experiences on a 4-point 
scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly 
agree. 

Responses were collapsed into two categories: 
Agree and Disagree

Frequencies for each statement was calculated for 
different visa categories and for the top ten 
popular countries. 
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Analyses
Means were calculated for each statement and 
ANOVA was used to compare the mean score:
• World Region
• Visa type

Comments made by respondents have been 
included for each of the four statements covered 
for this presentation
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Four Items Covered
As a result of the current immigration
regulations:

1. I have had to alter my travel plans 
2. I have experienced delays at the US consulates 
3. I have experienced delays at the port of entry
4. I feel safer in the US 
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1.Change of Travel Plans (Visa type)

56% of H-1B visa holders and 38% of F-1 
visa holders had to alter their travel plans.
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1.Change of Travel Plans (Country)

52% of Chinese participants had to alter their 
travel plans.
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1.Change of Travel (World Region)
The results of ANOVA indicate significant difference:

African respondents (X=2.9) had to alter their 
travel plans more frequently than those from other 
regions.  

Next, it was the respondents from Middle East and 
Asia (X=2.6).

European respondents obtained the lowest score.
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Related Comments
“After more than 5 years here, I haven’t been able to 
go back to Iran because there has always been a 
considerable chance of getting stuck outside US for 
months, I have also lost chances of submitting 
papers for conferences outside the US.” Iranian G Student

“I’m afraid to go back to my home country and not 
get the visa back to the U.S. … that means x years of 
research at UCLA resulting in nothing.” Indonesian G student
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Related Comments
“A lot of people suffer and delay travel to home 
country to visit family and friends because of fear of 
not being able to come back because of too many 

regulations.” Pilipino H-1B researcher
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2.Delays at the Consulate (Visa type)

37% of H-1B, 36% of J-1 and F-1 visa holders 
experienced delays at the consulates.
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2.Delays at the Consulate (Country)

57% of the French, 44% of the Chinese, and 41% of 
the Italian respondents experienced delay.
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2.Delays at the Consulate (World Region)

The Results of ANOVA indicate:

Respondents from Middle East have 
experienced delays at the US consulate 
more than those from other regions.  
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Related Comments
High Price of phone calls to the US Consulates:

“A real minus is the hotline you have to call for 
getting an appointment for an interview, the price of 
the hotline is really ridiculous.” Austrian J-1 student

“They (US consulate in Japan) charge 1200 yen per 
email and 1500 yen for a 15 min phone call.” Japanese J-1 
visa holder
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Related Comments
“It is unjustified to pay 50 bucks in phone costs to 
call a call-center to get an appointment, I strongly 
disagree on these hidden fees.” Swiss H-1B scholar

“A rip off for the privilege … it nearly put me off 
going to UCLA altogether, it is clear that the US is 
unwelcoming to any foreigner, a real shame as it is a 
great country with great people.” Italian G student
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Related Comments
Students and scholars made remarks 
about their experiences with the 
Consulates:

“The consulate atmosphere was very weird … I felt 
we were all refugees begging to enter the US … I 
found it to be un-usefully stressful experience.” French 
student
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Related Comments
“Visa experience is HORRIBLE … Terrifying and time 
consuming.” Malaysian F-1 student

“It was the most humiliating and traumatizing 
experience ever.” Indian H-1B researcher

“The interview process is a waste of time, I waited 4 
hours in the consulate for my ‘interview’ … it was 
over in 5 minutes … it could have just been faxed!”
Australian student
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Related Comments
“The presumption of illegal status at all moments is 
insulting … the manners of embassy officers overseas 
are those of the confident sheep-keeper: 
overpowering, condescending, & again insulting.  The 
fact that highly educated and trained individuals 
whose time is literally gold are forced to waste their 
time, efforts and money in order to make the USA a 
favor and work in the country is counter productive 
for the USA research system, and a strong 
deterrence … unless VISA expedition conditions and 
airport entry policy are to change, I will never again 
consider USA for an academic position Ever.” Spanish Post 
Doctoral fellow
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Related Comments
Students and scholars commented about 
delays and security checks: 

“The lack of knowledge in certain fields makes visa 
officers hard to know what kind of research is 
sensitive (security check) … they said that they are 
not familiar with what I study.” Chinese G student

“It would be great if we could start the process while 
in the US, let State Department take few months for 
clearance and make the process of obtaining visa 
faster.” Iranian student
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The participants made several 
remarks about the consulates in 

different countries

London
Tokyo

Shanghai
Mexico
Paris
Italy
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3.Delays at Port of Entry (Visa type)

39% of F-1 visa holders experienced delays 
at the port of entry.
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3.Delays at Port of Entry (Country)

49% of the Italians and 46% of the French 
respondents experienced delays.
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3.Delays at Port of Entry (World Region)

The results of ANOVA indicate:

Respondents from Middle East and Africa 
experienced delays at the port of entry 
(X=2.4) more than respondents from other 
world regions.  
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Related Comments
Respondents did write a few positive 
comments about their experience at the port 
of entry:

“I forgot to bring my I-20 with me when I first 
entered the US … the immigration staff at LAX were 
extremely polite and helpful… although I could have 
been turned away, they did everything that they 
could to help me ….” British F-1 student
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Related Comments
“I’ve entered the US several times after 9/11, and 
not one immigration officer was friendly; instead 
every time they looked for even small excuses to 
deny entrance for me and my Muslim wife, despite 
our presence here in the US for 6 years.” F-1 G student

“I was discriminated against simply because I am a 
Muslim and wear a hijab … I have been stopped and 
searched every time I fly- even within the country.”
Ethiopian student
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Related Comments
“Although I understand the security measures, I 
don’t appreciate having to wait more than one hour 
at the entry, being pictured and having my 
fingerprints taken every time (that is over 6 times for 
me) … the European community does not apply such 
measures to US citizens.” French UG student
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Related Comments
“I was in the first inspection for three hours due to 
my I-20 problem not my problem … my baby was 1 
year old and he was crying outside … I wanted to go 
out fast and stood up and looked at the officer, but 
he shouted at me to sit down, I was very scared and 
thought I can be hurt in the airport …” Korean student

“The border police need to treat people like human 
beings.” Canadian student
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Related Comment
“The custom inspector sent me to secondary 
inspection … I felt like I was a criminal waiting for 
the judge to sentence me … we as international 
students are paying so much money just to get a 
degree, why are immigration and custom playing so 
harsh on us??” Hong Kong student
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Related Comments
Several referred to the idea that they are 
treated as “criminals”:

“They treat us like criminals.” F-1student

“I’m here for only study not for any criminal action.  
However, sometimes, I feel like I’m suspicious for 
crime.” Korean student

“It felt like a prison … As if I was going to visit 
someone in prison.” Dutch student
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4.Feeling Safer? (Visa type)

54% of all the participants did not feel safer 
due to the new immigration regulations.
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4.Feeling Safer? (Country)

77% of the French, 76% of the Italian, and 68% of 
the English respondents do not feel safer.
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4.Feeling Safer? (World Region)
The results of ANOVA indicate significant difference:

Respondents from Europe disagreed with this 
statement more than those from other regions. 
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Related Comments
“I don’t mind the security or immigration regulations 
that are reasonably justified but I am getting the 
feeling that it is done the wrong way.” Greek student

“I don’t think that the current harsh visa regulations 
have made this country safer … US has a real 
bad/negative reputation in the world.” Chilean student 
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Related Comments
“The US immigration system has become 
unnecessarily harsh and it affects the international 
students negatively … it is enough to make students 
feel unwelcome in the US as you are treated like 
some foreigner that the government does not trust 
and NO I don’t feel safer.” Canadian UG student
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Summary
As a result of post-September 11 policies and 
regulations:

A significant number reported the experience of altering 
their travel plans.

A high percentage experienced delays in obtaining their 
visas at the U.S. consulate.

A high number experienced delays at the port of entry to 
enter the country.

2005 Research Study (Visa experiences)
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Implications for Public 
Policy and Advocacy 

Initiatives


